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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let (X,S,/J,) be a measure space with a cr-algebra and a countably additive 
measure on (X,S). A measure fi is said to be semifinite if y(E) = sup{/j(F): 
E D F,fi(F) < oo} for any set E in S. We shall consider only semifinite measures. 
If a measure v on (X, S) is absolutely continuous (singular) with respect to /i, then 
we write v << [i(v ± //). v is said to have the Lebesgue decomposition with respect 
to n if there exist measures v\ and v2 such that v = v\ + v2, v\ <C fi and v2 ± fi. 
Ficker [4] showed that any (not necessarily semifinite) measure v has the Lebesgue 
decomposition with respect to any (not necessarily semifinite) measure if v satisfies 
the countable chain condition (ccc), where we say that a measure v satisfies the ccc if 
C is countable for any family {Xy G S: /i(X7) > 0 (7 G C), X7 n Xy = 0 (7 / 7')} 
of sets (see also Capek [2]). The Lebesgue decomposition is a beautiful theorem in 
measure theory. The Lebesgue decomposition in more general measure spaces, that 
is, in not necessarily cr-finite measure spaces is important, for example, in statistics. 
We shall study such generalizations. Let K be any infinite cardinal. A measure \i 
is said to satisfy the tt-chain condition (K-CC) if the cardinality of C is less than K 
(|C| < K) for any family {X7 G S: 0 < (Xy) < 00 (7 G C), fi(XynXY) = 0 ( 7 / 7 ' ) } 
of sets. If the family is maximal and // is infinite, then the cardinality of C is inde-
pendent of the choice of families and it is called the magnitude of [i. The magnitude 
of a finite measure is defined to be UJ. Here we denote the least infinite and the 
least uncountable cardinal by UJ and uj\ respectively. A measure [i is said to be 
Li* -semifinite if yf(E) = sup{//*(F): E D F, \i*(F) < 00}, where /1* is the outer 
measure induced by [i. A measure \i is said to be measurable if there exists a non-
trivial finite measure v on (X,S) such that v(E) = 0 for any set E with fi(E) < 00 
(Kubokawa [14]). A measure fi is said to be non-measurable if it is not measurable. 
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A measure fi is said to be ^-additive if \J{Ea : a < A} G S and LI( (J £ a ) = Y, V>(Ea) 
a cv 
for any cardinal X < K and any disjoint family {Ea G S: a < A} of sets. Let F = K 
and T the power set of Y(P(Y)). We assume that there exists a nontrivial diffused 
finite measure m on (Y,T). Then K is said to be Ulam measurable (Ulam [20]). 
K is said to be measurable or real-valued measurable if in addition m is ^-additive 
and, two-valued or nonatomic respectively. The least Ulam measurable cardinal K* 
is a real-valued cardinal and satisfies uo^ < K* ^ 2W if it exists (Jech [11, Theorem 
66, p. 297], Ulam [20]). A cardinal K is said to be Ulam non-measurable if it is 
not Ulam measurable. This means K < K±. A measure /i is said to be coverable if 
there exists a measurable cover Ao for any subset A of A, where Ao is said to be 
a measurable cover of A if .Ao D A, Ao £ S and LI(E) = 0 for any set E in S with 
Ao — A D E. A measure \i is said to be divisible if there exists a family {X1 G S: 
(i(X7) < 00(7 G C), X1 H Xy = 0 (7 7- V)} of sets such that fi(E) = £ > ( F n ,Y7) 
7 
for any set E in S. A family {Ar7} of sets satisfying all these conditions is called 
a division of ji. A measure \i is said to be strictly localizable or decomposable if 
there exists a division {A7 : 7 G C} such that X = \JX1 (disjoint) and E G S if 
7 
E n K7 G S for all 7 in C. A measure /1 is said to be standard if there exists a 
division {X7: 7 G C} of ii such that for any subset B of C, IJ A"7 G S. The notions 
7GB 
of coverable and standard measures were first introduced in the paper. Strictly lo-
calizable measures are coverable and standard. We write E ^ F if yi(E — F) = 0. 
5(/i) = {E: E G S} become a partially ordered set by this order (E = F if and 
only if fi(EAF) = 0). A measure [x is said to be localizable or Maharam if there 
exists a supremum (and an infimum) for any non-empty subset of S(\x) (Segal [19]). 
A strictly localizable measure is localizable. Let E be a non-empty measurable set. 
We define a measure HE on (E,SE) for each F in SE by LXE(F) = LJL(F), where 
SE — {F G S: F C E}. We consider the following problem: 
(*) Let (X,S,v) be any measure space. Under which conditions does a measure v 
have the Lebesgue decomposition with respect to any measure on (X, S) ? 
In section 2 we shall study necessary conditions for (*). We first show that local-
izability and non-measurability is necessary and therefore divisibility is also so if we 
assume the existence of a real-valued measurable cardinal (Theorem 2.0). The former 
two conditions are necessary and sufficient for the validity of the Radon-Nikodym 
theorem (Kubokawa [14]). Under mild conditions concerning measures coverability 
is necessary (Theorem 2.1). We shall give examples of divisible, standard, strictly 
localizable and coverable measures at the opening of section 3. A coverable and 
standard measure is one of the most important notions in the paper. The problem 
has been solved almost completely for a complete measure, i.e., a complete measure 
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v which is not pathological is non-measurable and strictly localizable if and only if 
v has the Lebesgue decomposition with respect to any measure on (X,S) (Theo-
rem 3.1, Corollary 4.1). We shall give answers for the problem in section 4. The 
problem was almost solved for standard measures (Theorem 4.0). The author can 
not decide whether non-measurable coverable (or localizable) divisible measures are 
standard. Radon measures are divisible (Schwartz [18]) and those on generalized 
paracompact spaces are localizable and standard (Gardner and Pfeffer [8]). Local-
izable measures are important in the Radon-Nikodym theorem and they play a role 
in statistics. We shall study the Lebesgue decomposition of localizable measures. In 
section 2 we shall treat the Lebesgue decomposition of v with respect to /i assuming 
that v and \i are both localizable and non-measurable. In Theorem 4.4 we shall 
show that i/*-semifinite Radon measure i / o n a Hausdorff space X has the Lebesgue 
decomposition with respect to any Radon measure on X if and only if v is coverable. 
Lastly we shall give examples which show the significance of conditions in the above 
theorems. 
2. NECESSARY CONDITIONS 
Let (X,S,v) be a measure space. We assume that v has the Lebesgue decompo-
sition v = v\ + v2, v\ <C fJ,, v2 _L ii for any measure /i on (X,S). What conditions 
does v satisfy? 
Theorem 2.0. If v has the Lebesgue decomposition with respect to any measure 
Lt on (X,S), then v is non-measurable and localizable. If moreover there exists a 
real-valued measurable cardinal, then v is divisible. 
P r o o f . We first show that v is non-measurable. Let [i be any finite measure 
on (X,S) such that [x(E) = 0 for any set with v(E) < oo. If v = v\ + v2, v\ < fi, 
_L n be the Lebesgue decomposition of v with respect to n, then there exist sets 
3 such that v2(A) = n(B) = 0, X = A U B (disjoint). Then for any set E in 
S we have vx(E) = v(A n E), v2(E) = v(B n E). Indeed v\(E) = v\(A D E) = 
v\(A n E) + v2(A n E) = v(A n E). If E C A and v(E) < oo, then fi(E) = 0 which 
implies v(E) = v(A n E) = v\(E) = 0. Since v is semifinite, v(A) = 0. v > [i 
implies u.(A) = 0. Therefore ii(X) = ji(A) + u.(B) = 0. 
Next we show that v is localizable. We choose a maximal family {K7 G S: 
0 < i/(Xy) < 00(7 e C), v(X1 n Xy) = 0(7 ^ 7')} of sets. Then X = supK7 . We 
7 
first show that a set {A1 e S(v): A1 C K7(7 6 C)} has a supremum. We define 
a measure JJ on (X,S) for each E in S by fi(E) = ^ v(A7 D E). By assumption 
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v has the Lebesgue decomposition v = v\ + v2, v\ <tC /I, v2 _L Lt. Therefore there 
exist sets A, B such that .v2(A) = 11(B) = 0, X = AU B (disjoint). Hence v\(E) = 
v(A n E), v2(E) = v(B n E) for all E in 5. We fix 7 in C If E(E C K7) is 
measurable, then v(E) = v(A fl I 7 fl £ ) + v(B D Xy D E). On the other hand 
v(E) = v(Ayf)E) + v(Byf)E), where H7 = K7 — A7, is the Lebesgue decomposition 
of vy with respect to //7, where we denote v \ X7 and /i | Xy by vy and /I7 respectively. 
Uniqueness of Lebesgue decompositions implies v(A D Xy D E) = v(Ay n E) for all 
E e S I X7. Putting £ = ( A n X 7 ) - A 7 o r A 7 - ( A n K 7 ) we get zy[(AnK7)AA7] = 0. 
Hence A = An (supX7) = sup (AnX 7) = supA7 . We show that any non-empty set 
7 7 7 
{Es G S(v): S (E A} has a supremum. Since v(X7) < 00, there exists a supremum 
Ay = sup {Es n Xy: 5 £ A} for each 7 in C We may choose A7 with A7 C X7. 
From the first half there exists a supremum A = supA7 , which is easily seen to be a 
7 
supremum of the desired set. 
If moreover there exists a real-valued measurable cardinal K, then it satisfies u^ < 
K ^ 2" (Jech [11, Theorem 66, p. 297]). A measurable cardinal is inaccessible and 
it is greater than 2W if it exists. Therefore the least Ulam measurable cardinal *;* 
is real-valued measurable and AC+ ^ 2
W. A localizable measure v is non-measurable 
if and only if the magnitude K' of v is Ulam non-measurable (Kubokawa [14, 2.13 
Theorem]), which implies K' < K±. Therefore v satisfies the K;*-CC and the (2w)+-cc, 
where K+ denote the next cardinal of K. A localizable measure with the (2u;)+-cc is 
divisible (Fell [3], See also Fremlin [6]), which implies that v is divisible. • 
Theorem 2 .1 . We assume that a measure v is v*-semifinite or {x} is measurable 
for each x in X. If v has the Lebesgue decomposition with respect to any measure 
\i on (X,S), then v is coverable. 
Remark . We have the following proposition: Any localizable v*-semifinite mea-
sure v is coverable. 
P r o o f . We first assume that v is z/*-semifinite. Let A be any subset of X. We 
define a measure // on (X,S) for each E is S by 11(E) = v*(A D E). / / is semifinite 
because v is .v*-semifinite. By assumption v has the Lebesgue decomposition with 
respect to //. v = V\ + v2, v\ << Lj, v2 J_ /1. Therefore there exist sets A0, B0 such 
that v2(A0) = u.(B0) = 0 and X = A0UB0 (disjoint). Since v*(Af)B0) = Li(H0) = 0, 
there exists a set IV with v(N) = 0 and AC\B0 C N. A0 UN is a measurable cover of 
A. Indeed if A0UN — A D E for a measurable set E, then v(E) = v\(E) + v2(E) = 0 
because fi(E) = 0 and v2(A0 U N) = 0. 
Next we assume that {x} is measurable for each x in X. We define a measure Lt 
for each E in S by JJL(E) = \A n E\. By the similar method mentioned above we get 
the conclusion. • 
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3 . COVERABLE MEASURES AND DIVISIBLE MEASURES 
We first give examples of measures. Localizable measures with the (2w)+-cc and 
any measures with the cc^-cc is divisible (Fell [3], See Fremlin [6] for another proof). 
Radon measures ji are divisible (Schwartz [18, Theorem 13, p. 46]). A division of 
fi consisting of compact subsets is called a concassage of /i. A Radon measures of 
type (7i) is divisible. A Radon measure space and a quasi-Radon measure space 
are strictly localizable (Fremlin [5, 72B]). A strictly localizable measure is important 
in the theory of lifting (Ionescu Tulcea [10]). A coverable standard measure \± is 
localizable and LL*-semifinite. Localizable measures are connected with the Radon-
Nikodym theorem (Segal [19], Kubokawa [14]) and important in the classical theory 
of Banach spaces, i.e., the conjugate space of Li(X) is Loo(X) if and only if the 
measure is localizable. They play a role in statistics (Lushgy and Mussmann [16], 
Ramamoorthi and Yamada [17]). Localizable measures whose magnitudes are non-
measurable are used in the theory of domination in statistics (ibid.). The Lebesgue 
decomposition of localizable measures plays a role in the same theory (Ramamoorthi 
and Yamanda [17, Theorem, p. 259]). 
Theorem 3.1. If a complete measure ji is divisible and coverable, then it is 
strictly localizable. In particular it is standard. 
P r o o f . Let {Xa 6 S: a e A} be & division of //. Let //* be the outer measure 
induced by \x. For any subset D of X we have (It is not necessary that {Xa} is a 
division in the next equality.) 
(3.1.1) //(p) = 2>*(X>nXQ). 
a 
(This implies that coverable measures are Lt*-semifinite.) If D° is a measurable cover 
of D, then D° H Xa is a measurable cover of D fl Xa for each a in A, which implies 
fi*(D) = MI)0) = £ »(D° nxa) = ^2 S(D n Xa). 
a a 
We assume that E n Xa is measurable for each a in A. If E° is measurable cover of 
E, then 
fi*(E° -E) = ^2fi*(E°nXa-Ef) Xa) = 0, 
a 
since E° - E D E° D Xa - E n Xa G S. This implies that E° - E is measurable, 
which completes the proof. • 
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Theorem 3.2. A standard measure \x is non-measurable if and only if the mag-
nitude of fi is Ulam non-measurable. 
P r o o f . We assume that the magnitude of fi is Ulam non-measurable. We may 
assume that a division o f / i {XyG<S .7GC} satisfies /i(X7) > 0 for all 7 in C. Let 
v be a finite measure on (X,«S) such that v(E) = 0 for any set E with 11(E) < 00. 
We show v = 0. Let T be the power set of C and we define a finite measure ra on 
(C, T) for each D in T by ra(D) = v[ (J K7). Then we have ra({7}) = 0 for each 7 
7GD 
in C. Since |C| is Ulam non-measurable, v(X) = ra(C) = 0. 
Conversely if the magnitude of \x is Ulam measurable, then // is measurable 
(Kubokawa [14, 2.11 Proposition]). • 
Remark . Ulam [20] showed that UJ\, U2, • • •, ^ , • • • are all Ulam non-measur-
able. 
4. T H E LEBESGUE DECOMPOSITION 
We give necessary and sufficient conditions for the Lebesgue decomposition: first 
for a standard measure (Theorem 4.0) and next for measures that are both localizable 
and non-measurable (Theorem 4.2). Lastly we treat the Lebesgue decomposition 
of Radon measures. In Corollary 4.1 we almost completely determine a complete 
measure which has the Lebesgue decomposition with respect to any measure. 4.5 
and 4.6 are examples. 
Theorem 4.0. Let v be a standard measure which satisfies either (a) or (b). v has 
the Lebesgue decomposition with respect to any measure if and only if v is coverable 
and non-measurable or coverable and the inagniture of v is Ulam non-measurable. 
(a) v is v* -semifinite; 
(b) {x} is measurable for all x in X. 
P r o o f . If v has the Lebesgue decomposition with respect to any measure \i on 
(X,5), then by Theorem 2.1 v is coverable and by Theorem 2.0 it is non-measurable. 
Therefore by Theorem 3.2 the magnitude of \x is Ulam non-measurable. By the same 
Theorem it suffices for the proof to show that a coverable, non-measurable, standard 
measure v has the Lebesgue decomposition with respect to any measure. We can 
choose a division of v such that X = ( JX 7 (disjoint), v(X7) > 0 (7 G C) and 
7 
(J Xy G S for each C0 C C. We put for each 7 in C, 5 7 = S \ X1, v1 = 
7GC0 
v I Xy, fi7 = fi \ X1. v1 has the Lebesgue decomposition with respect to /i7 . 
v — (vy)i + (1^7)2, (v7)i <C /x7, (1̂ 7)2 -1- /-V Hence there exist sets Ay, B1 such that 
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(v1)2(A7) = fiy(By) = 0 and X7 = A7U#7 (disjoint). Putting A = \JA7 and let A
0 
7 
be a measurable cover of A and let B° = X — A0. We define measures v\, v2 on (X, 5) 
for each E in 5 by ^ ( E ) = i/(-4°n.E), /v2(£) = i/(B°n.E). Then we have v = vx + i/2, 
/Vj <c //, i/2 _L /I. By the definition of a measurable cover v(A° n K7 — A7) = 0. If 
li(E) = 0, then v(A° n X7 n E) = Vy(Ay n E n X7) = K ) i ( £ n X7) = 0 which 
implies vx(E) = v(A° n E) = J2 "(
A° n E n ^7 ) = °- Hence 1/1 <£ /i. We have for 
7 
each E in «S 
(4.0.0) //(F;) = ^ ( £ n K 7 ) . 
7 
We may assume that C0 = {7 G C: u.(E n K7) > 0} is countable. If 2 0̂ = U (
E n 
7ec0 
A"7), then //[(£ - £0) H K7] = 0 for all 7 in C. We choose any finite measure g with 
fj, ^ g. Let T be the power set C and we define a finite measure m on (C, T) for each 
D in T by 
m(D) = Q (E - EQ) n ( (J X7 
^ 7 G D 
Then ?n({7}) = 0 for each 7 in C. Since v is non-measurable, by Theorem 3.2 |C| is 
Ulam non-measurable and therefore g(E — EQ) = m(C) = 0. Hence fi(E — EQ) = 0 
since g is arbitrary, which implies the equality (4.0.0). We have fi(B°) = ^/ /(£?° n 
7 
Corollary 4.1. A strictly localizable measure v on (X,S) has the Lebesgue 
decomposition with respect to any measure \i on (X, S) if and only if v is non-
measurable or the magnitude of v is Ulam non-measurable. 
P r o o f . A strictly localizable measure v is coverable: Let {K7 £ S: 7 G C} be 
a division of v and let A any subset of X. If A7(A7 C K7) is a measurable cover of 
A n Xy for each 7 in C, then A0 = (J A7 is a measurable cover of A. By (3.1.1) v is 
7 
//*-semifinite. A measure v satisfies (a) of Theorem 4.0 and is standard. Therefore 
by the same Theorem we have Corollary. • 
We have considered measures which have the Lebesgue decomposition with re-
spect to any measure. By Theorem 2.0 the measures are necessary to be localizable 
and non-measurable. These measures are important in applications. Gardner and 
PfefTer [8, 3.4. Theorem] showed that Radon measures on a fairly general topological 
space (See Burke [1]) are localizable. Volcic proved a weak form of the Lebesgue 
decomposition assuming v -f- fi is localizable [21, Theorem 2.4 and 3.1]. 
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Theorem 4.2. Let v and // be non-measurable and localizable measures on a 
measurable space (X,S). A measure v has the Lebesgue decomposition with respect 
to u. if and only if v + /j, is localizable. 
P r o o f . Sufficiency: We assume that A = v + /j, is localizable. By assumption 
the magnitude of v and /i are both Ulam non-measurable (Kubokava [14, 2.13. The-
orem]). It is easy to see that the magnitude of A is Ulam non-measurable. We use a 
result of Kubokawa [13, Lemma 4]. • 
Lemma 4.3. Let g be a localizable measure whose magnitude is Ulam non-
measurable and let /J, a measure with £ > /i. If 
B = sup{£ G S(g): u.(E) = 0}, 
then u.(B) = 0. 
Let g = A. Then by Lemma n(B) = 0. We define measures v\, v2 on (X,S) for 
each E in S by V\(E) = v(A D E), v2(E) = v(B D E), where A = X - B. We have 
v = v\ + v2, v\ < [i, v2 _L //: If ji(E) = 0, then E ^ B G S(\), which implies 
(A n E)~ ^(AD B)~ = 0 and we get vx(E) = 0. Therefore v\ «: Lj. 
Necessity: We assume that v = v\ + v2, v\ <C /x, v2 _L fi. Then v+fj, = (v\ + u) + v2, 
v\ + fJ> ^> M ^> v\ + fi, (v\ + u) ± v2. Measures v2 and v\ + fi are localizable which 
implies the conclusion. 
Remark. We have the following: Let v and JJ, be localizable Radon measures on 
a Hausdorff topological space X. A measure v has the Lebesgue decomposition with 
respect to /i if and only if v + // is localizable. 
In the above theorem the assumption that measures are non-measurable is neces-
sary in general. 
Kubokawa [15] proved that Radon measures on a fairly general topological space 
are coverable. By the following theorem we have the Lebesgue decompositions for 
such measures. 
Theorem 4.4. Let v be a v*-semifinite Radon measure on a Hausdorff topological 
space X. A measure v has the Lebesgue decomposition with respect to any Radon 
measure [i on X if and only if v is coverable. 
P r o o f . Necessity: Let A be any subset of X. The measure (i defined by 
u.(E) = v*(A(~) E) for any set E in S in Theorem 2.1 is Radon. It follows from this 
similarly as in the proof of Theorem 2.1 that A has a measurable cover. 
Sufficiency: A Radon measure v has a division {X1: 0 < v(Xy) < 00(7 G C)} 
(called a concassage of v) and this is a division of /1. We can apply the proof of 
Theorem 4.0. • 
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Lastly we give two examples of measures which do not have the Lebesgue decom-
position. 
Example 4.5. A strictly localizable measure which does not have the Lebesgue 
decomposition with respect to a finite measure. We assume the existence of an Ulam 
measurable cardinal K. Let X = K and v be counting measure on X. Then there 
exists a nontrivial diffused finite measure / i o n l . It is easy to see that a strictly 
localizable measure v does not have the Lebesgue decomposition with respect to [x. 
Example 4.6. Localizable, non-measurable standard measures which do not 
have the Lebesgue decomposition. Let X and Y be uncountable sets. Let the 
cardinality of Y be Ulam non-measurable, for example, \Y\ = u\. Let T be the 
smallest cr-algebra which includes {y} for each y in Y. Let Z = X xY and we define 
a cr-algebra S of subsets of Z by S = {E C Z: Ex E T for all x in X and {x E X: 
Ex 7-= 0 or Y} is countable}, where Ex = {y: (x,y) E E}. Let g and A be measures 
on (Y,T) defined by g({y}) = 0 for each y in Y and g(Y) = 1, and X(F) = 1 or 0 
according as y* E F or y* £ F respectively, where y* is a fixed element of Y. Lastly 
we define measures v and \i on (Z, S) for each E in S by 
X 
X 
v and /J, are non-measurable, localizable standard measures. A measure v -f L* is not 
localizable and *v and Li are both not cover able. A measure v(fi) does not have the 
Lebesgue decomposition with respect to fi(v). It may be worth mentioning that v is 
complete and neither v nor \i is strictly localizable. 
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